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ABSTRACT 

Traditional Chinese Medicine has his old history and accumulated a lot of rich 
experiences and thoughts, but how can we inherit them is a difficult problems, since 
some of them are tacit knowledge. From 2006 we had participated into a large project 
sponsored by Ministry of Science and Technology. The purpose of this large project 
was designed for collecting and maintaining the idea, experiences, knowledge and 
wisdom from selected 100 veteran TCM masters. We wish use the advanced IT 
technology and systems science to mine the main ideas and experiences from each of 
them and also to find their collective experiences and thoughts. We also wish to 
improve the old traditional master-disciple education method in TCM to learn the 
phronesis from the veteran TCM doctors. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

In order to inherit the experiences and thoughts from veteran TCM doctors we wish 
use the general education method by university education system and study by oneself, 
but we also have to pay attention the old tradition of teaching by master personally, so 
called master-disciple education method. Recent years for catching the information 
times there is a lot of information and computer technique, such as multi-media, data 
base, knowledge base, data mining and machine learning used in TCM universities 
and institutes in educating the students and doctors also. We wish combine the 
advanced computer technology, systems science and knowledge science to improve 
the master-disciple education method. 
 

II. SOME IDEAS AND METHODS 
 

2.1.ABC analysis 
ABC analysis is a business term used to define an inventory categorization technique. 
ABC analysis provides a mechanism for identifying different categories of stock that 
will require different management and controls. These categories are called ABC 
codes: 

“A class” inventory will typically contain items that account for 80% of total 
value, or 20% of total items;  
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“B class” inventory will have around 15% of total value, or 30% of total items; 
“C class” inventory will account for the remaining 5%, or 50% of total items.  

Here we may classify all knowledge as inventory also into three classes: “A class” 
knowledge is more strategic, creative one; “B class” is technical, creative one; “C 
class” is general scientific one (see Figure1).  

 
Figure 1. ABC knowledge 
 

For different class TCM knowledge we may use different methods to educate and 
inherit them. Here we will introduce some methods and theory, which will help 
people to mining, educating and inheriting TCM knowledge. 
 
2.2.Data mining and domain driven DM (DDDM) 
Usually from a large amount of data, information we may use data mining to discover 
the knowledge, but usually they may find only the first order knowledge (here it 
corresponds to the first order (C ) class knowledge), which seems too large, rough and 
very hard to use. So now some researchers try use the other methods, such as Domain 
–Driven Data mining to find the knowledge with more interesting (or we call it as 
second order (B) class knowledge) and more actionable knowledge (or we call it third 
order (A) class knowledge, which will ask the experts to help [Zhu, Gu 2008, Zhu, Gu 
et al, 2008 ]. We may find the correspondence between them as following: 

Mining first order (C)---quantity-general Knowledge. 
Mining second order(B)-efficiency-interesting Knowledge.                                                                   
Mining third order (A)---effective-actionable Knowledge. 
 

2.3. Expert mining 
Unlike the data mining the objects we deal with mainly are large quantity of data and 
information or explicit knowledge, expert mining (EM) mainly deal with directly the 
live experts with small quantity. 
We may classify all experts in EM: 

E0 general people               (C)   general knowledge.( opinion)  
E1 expert with specific Knowledge. (B)   specific knowledge. 
E2 master；                   (A)   creative knowledge.  
E3 guru;                      (A)   strategic knowledge. 
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In different situations we will use different methods for EM[Gu et al, 2008] 
 
2.4.Aristotle’s three types of knowledge 
Aristotle had proposed following three concepts for classifying knowledge 

Episteme (Scientific Knowledge):        
Universal, context-free and objective knowledge (explicit knowledge) 
Techne (Skills and Crafts Knowledge):   
Practical and context-specific technical know-how (tacit knowledge） 
Phronesis (Prudence/Practical Wisdom):   
Experiential knowledge to make context-specific decisions based on one’s own 

value/ethics (high quality tacit knowledge) [ Nonaka, Toyama, 2007, Hiranabe, 2009,] 
 
2.5.Phronesis 
Phronesis is a concept that synthesizes “knowing why” as in scientific theory, with 
“knowing how” as in practical skill, and “knowing what” as a goal to be realized. 
Unlike episteme, it emphasizes practices in particular contexts. However, phronesis is 
not just knowledge within a certain, particular context per se. Since it is knowledge to 
serve the “common good”, it implies an affinity with universal principles.  
Prof. Nonaka presents six abilities that constitute phronesis; 

Ability to make a judgment on goodness.[Direction] 
Ability to share contexts with others to create *ba*(shared sense).[Facilitation] 
Ability to grasp the essence of particular situations/things.[Grasp] 
Ability to reconstruct the particulars into universals using language/ concepts/ 
narratives. [Abstract] 
Ability to use any necessary means well to realize concepts for common goodness. 
[Realization] 
Ability to foster phronesis in others to build resilient organization. [Organization] 

Gu changes the order of six abilities by Nonaka as process of realizing phronesis: 
1. grasp the essence              
2. abstract to theory  
3. run exchange, inter-discipline, facilitation 
4. realize technique 
5. organize group 
6. guide by worldview (see Figure 2). 
Or we may shorten them as 
1. Creation         wisdom 
2. Abstraction        
3. Facilitation       practice 
4. Realization        
5. Organization     goodness 
6. Orientation 
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Figure 2. Process of running phronesis by Gu 

 
III. MASTER-DISCIPLE EDUCATION METHOD IN TCM 

EDUCATION 
 

Recently we wish run a new project "On Master-Disciple education method in TCM 
education" supported by NSFC. The intentions of this project are: 

1. develop the traditional master-disciple education method, 
2. utilize the computer and the expert mining to dig the experiences from famous 
elder TCM doctors , 
3. use the combination of human and computer, 
4. inherit experiences by the combination of master and disciple, 
5. develop the phronesis( practical wisdom) 

 
3.1.Modern IT methods for inheriting the elder famous TCM doctors 
Based on the methodology platform for constructing the methods for inheriting the 
elder famous TCM doctors, adopting the comparison and integration of knowledge 
obtained from the traditional method of teaching by master personally and expert 
mining by using modern IT technology we summarize the academic thoughts and 
features while taking the TCM doctor Wen W.L. and Wei Z.X. as the carrier. we wish 
develop an expert mining platform based on the domain driven by clinical experience 
from elder famous doctors to support the inheritance of their experience and thoughts. 
At the same time we will develop a learning software to collect the clinical cases and 
integrate the mining knowledge, provide the technical support to inherit and learn the 
veteran doctor’s experiences 
 
3.2. Traditional Master-Disciple education method 
Traditional Master-Disciple education method is an important education method for 
keeping the specific features of TCM and inheriting the TCM diagnosis characteristics. 
It emphases the direct exchange and match between master and disciple. It promotes 
the more close relationship between master and disciple. It benefits for inheriting the 
tacit knowledge from master, considering the flexibility, personality during TCM 
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diagnosis. It is one of the method for TCM education and should be complemented 
with other modern education methods [Jia, 2005,Liu, 2003, Wang, 2005] In order to 
keep the tradition ,when the disciples wish to learn the masters, usually they will 
follow the special ceremony[see Figure 3] 
 

 
Figure 3. Ceremony for respecting the masters by disciples 
 
3.3 Contemporary mode for inheriting the experiences and thoughts 
We design a contemporary mode for inheriting the experiences and thoughts[see 
Figure 4] 
（1）Theoretical study: Read specified classical books on TCM; sort out the papers 
written by masters 
（2）Study followed by master: 
      1) time in a week no less than 1.5 working days; total time within two years no 
less than 120 working days; 
      2) number of clinical cases collected from masters no less 1000 cases;  
      3) making records;  
（3）Clinical practice: time for clinical practice in a week no less 2 working days; 
total time within two years no less 150 working days  
（4）Making conclusion on the inheriting master’s experience and thoughts; develop 
the academic knowledge base for own master. 

 
Figure 4. Contemporary mode for inheriting the TCM Experiences and 
thoughts 
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3.4．The combination of Expert mining and computational techniques  
The combination of Expert mining and computational techniques provides the 
important support for analyzing the complex clinical data and finding the deep 
thoughts and laws  
Expert Mining(EM) is a new emergent mining method for digging the thoughts and 
wisdom directly from experts. It is different with the data mining, text mining and 
web mining, which usually are based on the huge number of samples and are analyzed 
on the base of statistical analysis. EM will be based on the small number of samples 
and analyzed by deep analysis from experts and through deep and vivid discussion 
between experts with the support of computer and new tools for analyzing the 
discussion results. EM uses the systems science, noetic science, computer science and 
knowledge science with the help of advanced IT technology[ Gu,et al,2008, Song et al, 
2008] 
 
3.5. DM based on idea by domain driven design  
DM based on idea by domain driven design is new technique and method for 
inheriting veteran TCM doctor. The disadvantage of general DM consists in mining 
only the separate part of expert’s thoughts and mining too much uninteresting and not 
actionable knowledge. At the same time DM is too difficult to analyze and find the 
law existed in the complex data, which also amounts to a huge number. The main 
disadvantage of master-disciple method consists in depending too much on the 
master’s wisdom and capacity. The inheriting method also will be facilitated to wide 
people with difficulty. So we stand for the combination of DM and the usage of 
expert’s thoughts, wish to develop DM based on idea by domain driven design[Zhu, 
Gu, 2008, Zhu,Gu,et al, 2008].  
 
3.6. Research type of master-disciple method  
Research type of master-disciple method is an innovation compared with the old 
master-disciple method. Traditional master-disciple method is a good method for 
inheriting veteran TCM doctors, but it also meet with some new problems, such as 
how can to collect and store a huge amount of clinical evidences, with difficulty to 
compare own master with other masters experiences etc. So we must to explore new 
kind of master-disciple method. The research type of master-disciple method is based 
on the traditional master-disciple method, take the management like project, combine 
the research on traditional TCM method and modern medical and natural science, 
combine the master and computer. The flowchart of research inheritance is been 
designed [see Figure 5] 
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Figure 5. Flowchart for research inheritance 
 

IV. SOME EXAMPLES FOR USING SOME EM AND THE KNOWLEDGE 
MINED BY THEM 

 
Our project has collected some knowledge from some veteran tcm doctors. For 
example we extract some domain knowledg during use the data mining (see figure 6) 
and integrate them into mined knowledge (see figure 7). By using the bipartite graph 
method to compare the treating method by different doctors (see figure 8 and table 1). 
Finally we use the network analysis to find the features for dialectic healing by 
different doctors (see Figure 9).  

 
 

Figure 6. Extraction of domain knowledge 
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Figure 7. The result of integrating the domain knowledge 
 

 
 

Figure 8. Expert-keyword model based on bipartite network 
 
  Table 1. Thinking similarity of experts 
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Figure 9. Dr.103’s features for dialectic healing by network analysis 
 

VI. CONCLUSION 
 

This research is trying to use the combination of the old tradition of teaching by 
master personally and expert mining to explore the experiences and thoughts from 
famous elder TCM doctors. Thus the final aim is to inherit the experiences and 
thoughts from one side, from the other side is to form the new relationship between 
teacher and students and new master-disciple education method for inheriting the 
TCM.  
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